Intro to Agile
HISTORY, CONCEPTS, AND METHODS
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 The Challenge - Kelly Johnson, Skunk Works, and the P-80 Fighter Jet (1943)
 Lean Movement - TQM, TPS, and TOC (1950s to Present)
 Iterative Development - RAD, DSDM, and XP (1980s to 2010)

 Concepts of Agile (10 min)

 Basics – Manifesto and Scrum Mechanics
 Science – Elements and Science
 Comparing Agile – Agile v. Traditional v. Lean

 Methodologies and Drawbacks (10 min)

 Scaling Agile – Scrum of Scrums, SAFe, Lean/Disciplined
 Pitfalls – Just a Few…
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But First, a word from
our sponsors…..

PROJECT MANAGEMENT SYMPOSIUM
Stamp Student Union, University of Maryland, College Park Campus

May 4 & 5 - 2017

Program Tracks
Thursday 4 May
• People in Projects
– Motivation
– Managing Change
• Construction Management / BIM
• Federal Programs
• Agile / IT
• Integrated Project Management

Friday 5 May
• People in Projects
– Constructive Conflict
•
•
•
•

Construction Management / BIM
Federal Programs & Education
Agile / IT & Stakeholders
Risk & Big Data

SAVE THE DATE • MAY 4 & 5, 2017

EARN YOUR COMPETITIVE ADVANTAGE
TWO TOP-RANKED PROGRAMS

Master of Engineering
in Project Management (MEng)

• 30 Credits
• 400 PDUs

Graduate Certificate in
Engineering (GCEN)
• 12 Credits
• 160 PDUs

100% ONLINE, 100% ON CAMPUS, OR HYBRID
More information at pm.umd.edu

For Working
• Technical
Professionals
• Architects
• Engineers

Title by Author
May 26, 2016

Learn Anywhere
Your schedule & style:
• Online
• On Campus
• Or Both
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Title by Author
May 26, 2016
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Apply
Not required:
• Thesis or research
• GRE scores

Learn More:
• pm.umd.edu/Graduate-Certificate
• pm.umd.edu/Meng

Discussion?

Thank You!
John H Cable, PMP
jcable@umd.edu

“Customers Are Loyal to
Quality Performance ...
Not the Organization!”

Now, back to our
original programming…
A LIT TLE BACKGROUND AND REASSURANCE

July 14, 2012

DAVID F. CHOY UMD PROGRAM UPDATE - GAC ACADEMIC FORUM
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Presenter Profile
Academic Researcher, UMCP ISR (2008)
◦ Developed state-based models in LTSA (JAVA)
◦ Published at INCOSE 2008, no-fault control systems for waterways

Airport Consultant, Ricondo & Associates (2009)
◦ Planned gate assignments at Dulles Airport (in Excel!)
◦ Evaluated roads, people movers, airport facilities, etc.

Systems Engineering Consultant, Navy Facilities, BAH (2010)
◦ Modeling, simulation, and software design for investment tools
◦ GIS data development, simulation, and modeling for siting tools

Project/Program Manager, CNIC Energy Program, BAH (2012)
◦ Designed quality control measures to validate investments
◦ Revamped process & built custom software for investing >$500M/yr

Senior Project Manager, National Archives, IBM (2015)
◦ Managed development of budget defense, design, and prototypes for new search engine
◦ Managed teams developing Pilot search engine for world’s largest archive by count (award winning)

Co-Founder, Second Nature Software (2016)
◦ Identified need for Desktop Data Preparation Tool through Design Thinking Interviews with >30 PIs
◦ Supported requirements gathering, testing, and design of Desktop Data Preparation Tool, Rocketfish
◦ Currently supporting organization-wide trial in NIAID (ask about getting it on your machine if you’re in NIAID).

Agile Project Delivery Examples
Navy Shore Energy Program, Energy Return on
Investment (eROI) Support

National Archives Records Administration (NARA),
Electronic Records Administration

Booz Allen Hamilton (BAH)

International Business Machines (IBM)

o Scope:
o Build decision support systems to identify, evaluate, and
select $500M/yr. in shore energy projects

o Total Cost: $5M over 4 years (T&M)
o 2 Fully Cross-Functional Teams
o BAH Personnel: 8 (1 PM, 3 Devs, 4 BA/Testers)
o Navy Personnel: 5 (1 PgM, 3 Officers, 1 Analyst)

o Output:
o
o
o
o
o

QA/QC avoided $20M/yr. in net-loss projects
Improved selection by $30M/yr. annualized returns
Modeled investments with 95% accuracy by year 3
Project ROI: 50
BAH sole sourced the $10M/yr Renewables Program

o Scope:
o Pilot web-based applications in Amazon Web Services (AWS) for
electronic records. Must process, store, and search >100 PB.

o Total Cost: $20M over 1 year (FFP)
o 6 Fully Cross-Functional Teams
o IBM Personnel: 35 (15 Devs, 10 BA/Testers, 4 Arch, 4 SAs, 2 PMs)
o NARA Personnel: 15 (Product Owners, Testers, Architects)

o Output:
o
o
o
o
o

Delivered on-time and budget
Developed a new distributed Agile Method, “Near-Site Agile”
First-ever Agile project using all IT Departments (Sys, QC, PM)
Project Profit: ~40%
“IBM Project of the Year 2016,” out of 4,000 projects globally

History of Agile
T HE CHA L L E NGE
T HE L EA N MOV E M ENT
I T E RATIVE DE V E LOPMENT

The Challenge:
Kelly Johnson and the P-80
Clarence Leonard “Kelly” Johnson was a Lockheed Martin Engineer who
proved himself in WWII.
In 1943, tasked with extending range of fighter jets.
He and his team colocated in a tent because they needed the space…
their program was called “Skunk Works” and it did the impossible…

Designed and built the first jet-fighter,
“P-80 Shooting Star,” in just 143 days
Kelly Johnson’s Skunkworks Program had 14 Rules of Management.
There isn’t enough space here, so I’ve summarized:
o
o
o
o
o

Small, Strong, Self-Directed Cross-functional Teams (1, 2, 3, 7, 13 and 14)
Owners and Vendors must Collaborate and Trust (7 and 12)
Mange and Respond to Change (4 and 6)
Minimize Reports, But Record Important Work (5 and 10)
Incremental Development with Self-Testing Teams (8, 9, and 11)

Lean Movement:
TQM, TPS, and TOC
Total Quality Management (TQM) – Edward Deming (1950s to 1990s)
o Improving quality decreases costs
o Must continuously improve (systems and people)
o Key is pride of workmanship, cross-functional teams, and trust
o Plan – Do – Check – Act (PDCA)
Proof it works: turned around Ford Motors in 1986 from $B losses to first profits in years

Toyota Production System (TPS) – Taichii Ohno and Lean (1980s to Present)
o Eliminate 7 Wastes (Movement, Inventory, Motion, Waiting, Overproduction, Over-processing, Defects)
o Small Batches – addresses most of the waste – Kanban!
o Continuous Improvement w/ Fixed Reporting Schedules & Metrics (KPIs)
Proof it works: Toyota’s a Top 3 Car Manufacturer with 70% employee satisfaction (vs. 30% avg.)

Theory of Constraints (TOC) – Eli Goldratt (1980s to Present)
o Optimize “System Throughput” not “Cost Centers” towards a Goal
o Five Focusing Steps to Exploit System Constraints (Physical, Paradigm, Policy, Market)
Proof it works: BP used TOC to save $200M and rapidly clean 10,000 boats after Gulf Oil Spill

Iterative Development:
RAD, DSDM, and XP
By the 1980s “Waterfall” was the predominant methodology, but it was a poor fit for the
immaturity of the software development world (although embraced by DoD until 1996)
Tom Cargill of Bell Labs said it all with his “Ninety-Ninety” Rule said it all:
The first 90 percent of the code accounts for the first 90 percent of the development time.
The remaining 10 percent of the code accounts for the other 90 percent of the development time.

In response to failure rates as high as 90%, “iterative development” was born:
o Rapid Application Development (RAD)
1970s and 1980s
o Dynamic System Development Methodology (DSDM)
1980s and 1990s
o Extreme Programming (XP)
1990s and 2000s
Key Tenants of Iterative Development:
o Consolidated Up-Front Planning - single “Systems Design” phase with all Stakeholders
o Iterative Development – Users Propose and Test Product Throughout Development
o Timeboxes - Emphasizes On-Time Delivery
o User Stories - Emphasizes Business Needs, Not Tech Specs
o Test-Driven Development - Incorporation of “best practices”

Proof it Works: Historical surveys from 1970 to
2010 show Iterative projects were 10% more likely
to be successful (60% vs. 50%, or 70% vs. 60%).
Value was also much higher for iterative projects.

Concepts of Agile
BA S I CS
S CI E NCE
COMPA R I NG AG I L E

Agile Concepts: The Manifesto
Agile was codified in 2001 at the Snowbird Resort by 17 practitioners of Iterative Development.
The Agile Manifesto was written by XP, DSDM, and Scrum practitioners stating:

“while there is value in items on the right, we value items on the left more…”

Individuals and Interactions over processes and tools
Working Software over comprehensive documentation
Customer Collaboration over contract negotiation
Responding to Change over following a plan
http://agilemanifesto.org/

Agile Concepts: Mechanics
Sprint Planning
• Team & Product Owner select work
• Team commits to complete work inside the Sprint
• All work is stated as a “User Story” with a clear
“who, what, why” and acceptance criteria
• Scrum Master facilitates and guides
Sprint Development
• Team meets daily to decompose & assign work
• Team self-organizes based on skills
• No client can interrupt or change their work
• Product Owner liaisons with end users
• Product Owner builds and prioritizes backlog
• Scrum Master facilitates and tracks
Sprint Review & Retro
• Team presents completed work to customer
• Team reviews work performed
• Team performs retrospective to improve itself
• Scrum Master facilitates and guides

Features,
Stories,
Bugs

Driving Home? How long will it take…

Agile Concepts: Science
User Stories instead of System Requirement Statements
o
o
o
o

Stories require a “who, what, and why” to be complete
Stories are easy to remember (engages the whole brain)
Stories increase empathy with users (makes them real)
Collective agreement and scoping builds pride of ownership

 Waste 
Average
Duration
CDF = 0.5

Timeboxes instead of Schedules
o Timeboxing eliminates due dates that cause the “student syndrome”
o Timeboxing allows you to ride the natural variance of tasks
o Timeboxing allows for aggressive “actual” duration estimates of tasks

Iterative and Incremental instead of Planned and Determined
o Iteration speeds up team and project learning by testing designs
o Reduces knowledge gap by doing work in small batches
o Minimizes the cost of changes and delivers working product early

Knowledge Gap

Task
Estimate
CDF = 0.8

Agile Concepts: Comparisons
Please note (personal opinion):
The Triple Constraint Theory is only a
measure of total cost, and not:
- Value
- Quality
- Uncertainty
- Etc.

Scope

Schedule
Total Cost
(NOT Quality)

Budget

Agile

Traditional

Lean

Triple Constraint – what do you adjust?

Scope

Budget

Schedule

Sourcing – how do you pick providers?

Trust

Efficiency

Expertise

Goals – what do you value?

Speed

Predictability

Innovation

Agile Concepts:
False Comparisons
All Methods Have the Following:
◦
◦
◦
◦
◦

A Charter
A Plan
Documentation
Design
Testing

Why it’s a false comparison
◦
◦
◦
◦
◦
◦
◦
◦

Projects delivery metrics doe not measure Value
Projects create value through impacting the organization, at minimum through profits
Teams are also valuable, and grow faster with continuous improvement
Knowledge is valuable and can be shared across projects (non-zero sum)
Time (especially people’s time) is the only non-renewable resource
Agile delivers faster, tested, working software
It’s easier to collect money when you deliver a working product every 30 days (#realWorldProblems)
All Projects Experience Changing Requirements – So Plan for It!

Agile Methodologies &
Points of Failures

Methods for Scaling Agile
Scrum of Scrums (Top Picture)
o Teams coordinate using representatives that meet daily
o Share plans, impediments, escalate issues to management, ask for help
o Each team is completely autonomous and collaborative

Lean and Disciplined Agile Development (Bottom Picture)
o
o
o
o

Teams coordinate through “Leads” including Team, Product, and Architecture
Only the Agile Team remains agile to rapidly deliver
Planning, design and support teams work as needed and keep options open
Use a “Just-In-Time” approach to limit cost of overhead for scaling

SAFe – Scaled Agile Framework (See next Slide for Visual)
o Offers a means to integrate Lean and Agile across enterprise
o Very “Top-Down” believing leaders can generate “EPICs” (big stories)
o Offers means to coordinate shared resources (admins, architects, etc.)

SAFe
Direction

Feedback

Agile Points of Failure
Lack of overall product design – most common failure point which is why a good charter, product owner, and “Spike Stories” can help (also a Solution Planning Phase)
Adding stories to an iteration in progress – very easy to do if you under-plan work for a sprint or iteration, or have a lack of collaboration on the team
Lack of sponsor support – teams must be able to get access to end users, make their own decisions, and NOT be interrupted

Insufficient training – this can result in a LOT of stories about learning, or rework, or simply bad planning that builds technical debt. Agile teams must have solid experts to guide them.
Product owner role is not properly filled – very common when organization is not also “Agile.” Lack of product owner slows down decision making and, therefore, the team.
Teams are not focused – this happens when you have a wishy-washy product owner, a team that doesn’t enjoy their work, or a negative team culture. Quick wins can fix this, though.
Excessive preparation/planning – often happens when there’s a lack of trust or experience. Need to push past planning and instead reduce scope to even prototype levels to make progress.
Problem-solving in the daily standup – what a drain! Scrum Masters and PMs beware this time suck and standup killer. Standups are for reporting, team self-organizing, and escalation only.
Assigning tasks – often this means a Scrum Master isn’t tracking and asking good questions. Need to ensure when a story is started it is fully tasked before any other work is done.
Scrum master as a contributor – hard to avoid in consulting, but it is necessary if possible. Scrum Masters need to focus on maximizing the team – if they are distracted the whole team suffers.
Lack of test automation – when moving fast on big software it is not possible to test everything manually. Testing automation is essential for maximizing developer hours and team speed.
Allowing technical debt to build up – there are many ways to address technical debt from Separation of concerns to regular “Hardening” sprints to refine and refactor. Often critical long-term.
Attempting to take on too much in an iteration – this happens at first, when team members change, or prioritization has not been effective. Better to miss on too much than not take on enough.
Fixed time, resources, scope, and quality – hybrid methods can cause this to happen to teams. Frankly, every sprint should be clearly defined and the organization must “embrace agile.”

Intermission for Some…Thank You to Others…
We’ll take a quick 5-10 minute break, and then it’s Story Time!
We will be building planning a Maryland Uber App!

Contact Info to Follow-Up on Any Concepts in this Presentation:
John Johnson
(301)-892-6296
john.johnson@SecondNatureSoft.com

